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How much do you use Google?

A. Any time I have a question
B. A few times a day
C. Occasionally
D. What’s Google?
E. Is this a trick question? I only use library resources, of course.
What would you use Google to find?

A. Movie times
B. Statistics
C. Scholarly articles
D. Wikipedia
E. All of the above
F. No, really, this has to be a trick
What can you find on Google?

- Google search results can complement your research in traditional library databases.

- Google results are ordered based on over 200 different factors, including popularity, your prior searches, and whether you’re searching on a computer or smartphone.
What can you find on Google?

- **ASSIGNMENT:** Hunger on college campuses
  - Scholarly sources
  - Statistical data
  - Visual images

- **WHAT DO YOU FIND?**
Google tips and tricks

Texting and Driving Fact - stoptextsstopwrecks.org
5 seconds is average time your eyes are off the road while texting.

Texting and Driving Statistics
Texting while driving is a growing trend, and a national epidemic, quickly becoming one of the country's top killers. Drivers assume ...

Distracted driving is any activity that could divert a person's attention away from the primary task of driving. All distractions endanger driver, passenger, and ...

Distracted Driving | Facts and Stats | Texting and Driving
www.distraction.gov/content/.../facts-and-statistics.htm...
Google tips and tricks

- Search only specific websites or types of sites with **site:** command
  - E.g., texting driving statistics **site:** .gov
Google tips and tricks

Texting and Driving Fact - stoptextsstopwrecks.org
5 seconds is average time your eyes are off the road while texting.

Lawriter - ORC - 4511.204 Driving while texting.
LAW Writer® Ohio Laws and Rules ... 4511.204 Driving while texting. (A) No person shall drive a motor vehicle, trackless trolley, or streetcar on any street, ...

ODPS | BMV | Ohio Texting Ban
Aug 31, 2012 - ODPS BMV Ohio's Texting Ban. Ohio Law Bans Texting While Driving. Ohio's Safe ID ... device while driving and prohibits texting while driving.

Distracted Driving Bulletin - Ohio State Highway Patrol
Texting involves all 3. (Source: National ... Ohio is one of only 8 states that has no ban on texting while driving. Currently, 35 ... Distracted Driving Facts. » In Ohio ...

Patrol reminds drivers to keep their eyes on the road
Apr 11, 2012 - COLUMBUS – The Ohio State Highway Patrol is reminding drivers to keep their eyes and focus ... Texting while driving is an example that results in all three types of distraction ... Click here for a complete statistical analysis.
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Google search results for "civil war" showing:
- American Civil War - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
- The History Place - U.S. Civil War 1861-1865
- Civil War
- Civil War Glass Negatives and Related Prints - About this...
- American Civil War - Battles, Facts & Pictures - History.com
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Google search results for "civil war -site:wikipedia.org -site:.com"

1. **Civil War Trust: Saving America’s Civil War Battlefields**
   - Website: www.civilwar.org/
   - Description: The Civil War Trust website features the latest Civil War preservation news, battle maps for most major Civil War battles, history articles, photos, and so much more.

2. **Civil War Trust: Civil War Sesquicentennial Home**
   - Website: www.civilwar.org/150th-anniversary/
   - Description: The Civil War Trust Civil War Sesquicentennial page offers up a wide range of historical articles and features focusing on the 150th anniversary of the Civil War.

3. **A Brief Overview of the American Civil War - Civil War Trust**
   - Website: www.civilwar.org/education/.../civil-war.../overview.html
   - Description: The Civil War is the central event in America’s historical consciousness. While the Revolution of 1776-1783 created the United States, the Civil War of...
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- Google automatically assumes “and” between each word
- +,|, - And, or, Not
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Tip #5: Search for an Exact Phrase | Ten Tips for Smarter ...
www.quepublishing.com/articles/article.aspx?p=675274...5
by Michael Miller - in 62 Google+ circles
Dec 1, 2006 - Tip #5: Search for an Exact Phrase. When you're searching for an exact phrase, you won’t get the best results simply by entering all the words ...

EBSCO Support: How can I search for an exact phrase only?
support.ebsco.com/knowledge_base/detail.php?id=2459
The default proximity setting for the Boolean/Phrase search mode is N5 (near 5). If you want to search for an exact phrase when proximity is set to N5, quotation ...

NOT/n - LexisNexis(R) | Research Help
www.lexisnexis.com/help/global/.../connect_bottom_text.asp
As a general rule, use and when it doesn’t matter where your search words ... Words or phrases linked by /n must be in the same segment (a specific part of a ...
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quotes - Meta Stack Exchange
meta.stackexchange.com/.../results-not-shown-when-matching-words-are... Mar 22, 2013 - I have not been able to figure out how to search for an exact phrase with quotes, there seems to be no way to escape literal quotes available.

Assets paths - General - Spesoft Forums - Gameex.info
www.gameex.info › Spesoft Forums › GameEx › General Aug 13, 2013 - 5 posts - 3 authors
If you try to search for an exact phrase with quotes it ignores this and returns result for each word in the phrase returning too many results ...

Results not shown when matching words are in “quotes”
mall.512ks.com/.../results-not-shown-when-matching-words-are-in-ldqu... I have not been able to figure out how to search for an exact phrase with quotes; there seems to be no way to escape literal quotes available. But you can search ...

Hard Drive Part 3: Step by Step | O'Hara's Own Corner
oharasite.org/2009/08/01/hard-drive-part-3-step-by-step/ Aug 1, 2009 - ... blog, discussion board, or otherwise, I'll search for an exact phrase with quotes around it. I can't really think of an example at the moment...
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Google search for "world cup"

The Official Website of the FIFA World Cup™ - FIFA.com

About 1,830,000,000 results (0.32 seconds)

The Official Website of the 2014 FIFA World Cup Brazil™

Matches
The Official Match Schedule for the 2014 FIFA World Cup Brazil.

Groups
Groups and standings of the 2014 FIFA World Cup.
Google tips and tricks
Google images

Google search bar with the query "world cup". The search results are categorized under "Images" and show results for "2014" and "Soccer".
Google images

Search for: world cup
Using Google Scholar
Using Google Scholar
Using Google Scholar

About 1.710.000 results (0.15 sec)

Workplace experiences of information literacy
CS Bruce - International journal of information management, 1999 - Elsevier
The idea of information literacy, broadly defined as the ability to recognise information needs and identify, evaluate and use information effectively, has been of growing concern in the education sectors for a number of years; whilst in the workplace, employers and managers ...
Cited by 988  Related articles  All 16 versions  Cite  Save  More

[BOOK] Information Literacy Instruction: Theory and Practice. Information Literacy Sourcebooks. 
ES Grassian, JR Kaplowitz - 2001 - ERIC
This book discusses the theory and practice of information literacy instruction. Part I provides background, including the definition and history of information literacy instruction. Part II covers information literacy instruction building blocks, including: a brief introduction to ...
Cited by 240  Related articles  Cite  Save  More

[PDF] Information literacy as a liberal art?
JJ Shapiro, SK Hughes - Educom review, 1996 - teaching.uncc.edu
What does a person need to know today to be a full-fledged, competent and literate member of the information society? As we witness not only the saturation of our daily lives with information organized and transmitted via information technology, but the way in which ...
Cited by 435  Related articles  All 8 versions  Cite  Save  More
Using Google Scholar

Find articles
with all of the words
with the exact phrase
with at least one of the words
without the words
where my words occur
Return articles authored by
E.g., "PJ Hayes" or McCarthy
Return articles published in
E.g., J Biol Chem or Nature
Return articles dated between
E.g., 1996
Using Google Scholar

About 73,700 results (0.15 sec)

Exploring Scalable Information Literacy Strategies
S Fedko, A Hamilton... - TRY Library Staff ...; 2014 - docs.library.utoronto.ca
Abstract Librarians face a range of workload issues in meeting information literacy goals. Some librarians find themselves answering the same questions hundreds of times at the reference desk or in one-on-one sessions with students, and are simply struggling to get ...

Cite Save More

Testing Information literacy in digital environments: ETS's iSkills assessment
IR Katz - Information technology and Libraries; 2013 - napoleon.bc.edu
Abstract Despite coming of age with the internet and other technology, many college students lack the information and communication technology (ICT) literacy skills necessary to navigate, evaluate, and use the overabundance of information available today. This ...
Cited by 104 Related articles All 14 versions Cite Save More

Preparing Librarians to be Campus Leaders through Mapping and Integrating Information Literacy into Curriculum
SA Weiner, L Wang - 2014 - docs.lib.purdue.edu
Abstract Curriculum mapping is a process by which curricula are methodically examined to determine where information literacy (IL) capabilities are, or should be taught during formal coursework. Curriculum integration is the process of intentionally integrating IL capability ...
Cite Save

The Teacher's Role as Facilitator of Collaborative Learning in Information Literacy Assignments
F Spinnare, T Alatettäla, J Heinström - ... in Information Literacy Research ...; 2013 - Springer
Abstract Group work assignments are commonly used in information literacy instruction in secondary schools in Finland. In this study, we analyze in detail how the design and implementation of group assignments affect students' learning experiences. Data were ...
Cited by 1 Related articles All 7 versions Cite Save More
Using Google Scholar

Google Scholar search for "information literacy" and results.

Articles
- Case law
- My library

Scholar results include:
- Exploring Scalable Information
- Testing information literacy

Filter options:
- Any time
- Since 2014
- Since 2013
- Since 2010
- Custom range...
What can you find on Google?

**Assignment:** Hunger on college campuses
- Scholarly sources
- Statistical data
- Visual images

**What do you find?**
Tell us what you think!

http://guides.libraries.wright.edu/researchtoolkit